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Abstract
Stereotomy, the art of cutting stones into particular shapes for the construction of vaulted structures, is an ancient art that has been practiced over a wide chronological and geographical span, from Hellenistic Greece to contemporary Apulia and across the Mediterranean Basin. Yet the history of ancient and medieval stereotomy is little understood, and nineteenth-century theories about the art’s Syrian origins, its introduction into Europe via France and the crusaders, and the intrinsic Frenchness of medieval stereotomy are still largely accepted. In this essay, I question these theories with the help of a work-in-progress database and database-driven maps that consolidate evidence of stereotomic practice from the third century BCE through the eleventh century CE and across the Mediterranean region. I argue that the history of stereotomy is far more complex than what historians have assumed so far and that, for the most part, it has yet to be written.
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Stereotomy is the art of cutting stones into particular shapes for the construction of vaulted structures. Stereotomic vaults are distinguished from the broader family of stone vaults by the size, shape, and assembling technique of their components (voussoirs). An example of a stereotomic vault covers the lower portico in the courtyard of the Palace of Charles V in Granada (Fig. 1), while examples of the broader category of stone vaults cover the nave of the Church of Saint Séverin in Paris (Fig. 2). In Granada, the large (compared to the overall dimensions of the vault) voussoirs were individually cut to fit each other precisely and then dry-assembled like the pieces of a three-dimensional puzzle. In Saint Séverin, instead, the vaults' severies (the compartments formed between the ribs) were built using smaller stones of standard shape and size, and, like bricks, they are held together by mortar that fills the joints. While the curvature of the Granada vault results from the accurate shaping of its voussoirs, the curvature of the Saint Séverin vaults results from the shaping of its mortar fillings.

Stereotomy is best known for a variety of acrobatic masterpieces produced in early modern France and Spain, such as the composite vault in the Town Hall of Arles or the floating staircase in the Lonja de Mar of Barcelona (Fig. 3). It is also known through a substantial body of theory that started with the treatises of architects such as Philibert de L’Orme (1514–70) and Alonso de Vandelvira (1544–1625), and, via two centuries of elaborations, gave birth to descriptive geometry, the branch of mathematics concerned with the two-dimensional representation of three-dimensional objects. However, the art is neither early modern nor European; it has been practiced over a wide chronological span, from Hellenistic Greece to contemporary Apulia, and across a broad geographical range, centered

on the Mediterranean Basin but reaching far beyond—from Cairo to Gloucester, from Yerevan to Braga. Stereotomy’s wide dissemination is not matched in its frequency; the art has remained marginal in all the cultures in which it has been practiced across time and space. Extant examples are a very small percentage of extant stone vaults, no matter what chronological or geographical context is being observed, and there is no reason to believe that stereotomic vaults were destroyed at a higher rate than other stonemasonries. Their infrequency is unsurprising, for stereotomy not only requires a sophisticated understanding of curved solids and a perfect mastery of stonecutting techniques, requirements that make a stereotomic vault difficult to conceive and to produce, but it also defies one of construction’s fundamental tenets: to provide effective solutions to structural problems. Inefficient for all involved in its making—the designers, the stonecutters, and oftentimes the stones themselves—the art of stereotomy is superfluous from the standpoint of structure: no stereotomic vault is per se necessary, and all pre-modern and early modern stereotomic vaults could have been built using different techniques or materials—and, without exception, doing so would have been in the interest of labor, time, and money.2 Indeed, stereotomy is best described as a virtuoso art. It is the construction equivalent of scientists’ legendary bumblebee, ‘which cannot possibly fly’ but does.3 Stereotomy testifies to human playfulness and to the pleasures associated with intellectual puzzles and wondrous objects, as well as to the values attributed to high-skilled workmanship, quality of construction, and the aesthetic significance of the seemingly least ornamental aspects of architecture.

Stereotomy has attracted the attention of architectural historians, especially after the groundbreaking work of Jean-Marie Pérouse de Montclos, whose L’architecture à la française (1982) focuses on France but has inspired the study of stereotomy in other countries, Spain and Italy in particular.4 This growing body

2 3D-modeling software and computer-aided cutting machines have made contemporary stereotomy a far more efficient practice and one with a high structural, spatial, and aesthetic potential in contemporary architecture, as shown by the research conducted by Claudio D’Amato Guerrieri, Francesco Defilippis, and Giuseppe Fallacara at the School of Architecture and Civil Engineering of the Polytechnic of Bari, Italy. See in particular Richard Etlin, Giuseppe Fallacara, and Luc Tamborero (eds.), Plaited Stereotomy: Stone Vaults for the Modern World, Rome: Aracne, 2008; Giuseppe Fallacara et al. (eds.), Stereotomy: Stone Architecture and New Research, Paris: Presses des Ponts, 2012.


of literature focuses almost exclusively on early modern Europe, however, and theories about the art’s origins and its modes of dissemination across the ancient and medieval Mediterranean have gone largely unquestioned. In particular, the notion that stereotomy was imported into Western Europe from Syria by the crusaders—a theory first advanced by Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc in the nineteenth century—is still largely accepted, despite Fernand Braudel’s work on the Mediterranean and post-Braudelian studies on the sea and its networks. Similarly, Viollet-le-Duc’s assumption that, once imported into France, stereotomy developed along an uninterrupted line of progress through the Middle Ages has never been put to the test; also untested is his construal of stereotomy as a quintessentially French art, and, indeed, both notions inform the work of Pérouse de Montclos and his followers. Last but not least, uses of the term stereotomy and definitions of what constitutes a stereotomic work vary...
significantly across the literature, which has the effect of destabilizing the boundaries of stereotomy as a discipline, thus contributing to the blurring of its history.

In this essay, I first propose an operative definition of stereotomy, and then I question the received historiography and suggest a revision of the current theory on the art’s origins. Finally, I point to new, potentially more productive ways of approaching its ancient and medieval history. On the basis of preliminary but substantial data on stereotomic practice in the ancient and medieval Mediterranean, I argue that the history of stereotomy is far more complex than what historians have assumed so far and that, for the most part, it has yet to be written.

The term stereotomy derives from two ancient Greek words—στερεός (solid) and τομή (cut)—but its first known use dates only to 1644, when architect Jacques Curabelle defined it as the ‘section of solids applied to stonecutting.’ Before Curabelle, French theoreticians used art du trait (art of drawing, from the Latin tractus, drawing), pratique du trait (practice of drawing), and trait de maçonnerie (masonry drawing) to identify the series of geometric constructions necessary to produce a stereotomic work. Similarly, in Spain, the expressions in use included arte de la traza (art of drawing) and arte de cantería (art of stonecutting).

While the term stereotomy has been used since the seventeenth century to cover both the speculative (planning and drawing) and the practical (tracing and cutting) components of the art, today members of the Compagnonnage—a French professional association of workers in the building industry—often prefer to speak, instead, of taille/coupe de pierre (stonecutting), which they see as emphasizing the practical aspects of the centuries-long art they proudly continue. Their rationale is that, while stereotomy can be construed as a purely abstract discipline within the subfield of solid geometry (as in Desargues, Brouillon projet, 1640), the expression taille/coupe de pierre implies the execution in stone of the complex-shape voussoirs defined in the preparatory drawings for a vault’s construction. For the same reason, academic studies often favor the terms

---

8 See, among others, L’Orme, Premier tome; Jean Chéreau, Traité d’architecture [1567–74], Biblioteka Publiczna, Gdansk, ms. 2280; Jacques Gentillâtre, Livre d’architecture [ca. 1615–25], Bibliothèque nationale de France, ms. fond français 14727; and Jousse, Le secret d’architecture.
9 See, for example, Vandelvira, El tratado de arquitectura.
10 The publication that deals with stereotomy in the Encyclopédie des métiers edited by the Association ouvrière des Compagnons du devoir de France, is titled La maçonnerie et la taille de pierre, Paris: Librairie du compagnonnage, 1991–2007. The same terminology is employed in other modern professional manuals, such as Guy Jouberton, Tracés et coupes des pierres, Dourdan: Vial, 2007.
stonecutting, taille/coupe de pierre, and cantería over stereotomy. However, outside of the professional ranks, whose codified and contextual uses provide specific meaning, neither ‘stonecutting’ nor its French and Spanish equivalents point specifically to vault construction, let alone the type of vault construction that de L’Orme, Vandelvira, and Curabelle wrote about. In fact, the frequent use of stereotomy and stonemasonry as interchangeable terms in modern literature has introduced a slippage in meaning such that ‘stereotomy’ is often extended to structures whose execution requires no stereotomic knowledge—rib vaults, for instance, as well as barrel vaults and flat vaults. Beyond the confines of historical studies, the term has been so broadly applied that it may point to any form of ashlar masonry, including of the simplest kind (e.g. the flat, rectangular faces of the blocks that compose a straight wall), or even refer to solid, heavy, and continuous structural systems that rely on compressive strength in opposition to lightweight and/or skeletal systems.

Recently, Claudio D’Amato, Giuseppe Fallacara, and Francesco Defilippis have proposed definitions of stereotomy based on ‘invariant parameters’ (prefigurative, technical-geometric, and static) and on execution criteria (the precision of cutting, the dry assembling, and the bareness of the intrados) that have helped frame the subject at hand. Indeed, all stereotomic vaults respond to these criteria: their creators subdivide the vaults’ continuums into their components, the voussoirs (prefigurative invariant); they define the geometry of each voussoir (technical-geometric invariant) in order to accurately shape them.

---

before mounting (precision of cutting); they ensure the vaults’ mechanical equilibrium (static invariant) in the absence of mortar (dry assembling); and they avoid plastering or painting the vaults’ surfaces, so that viewers can appreciate the precision of execution of their joint lines as well as the patterns they form (bareness of the intrados). Yet none of these criteria address the geometric complexity that is at the core of the art’s virtuosity, as they do not filter out the simple geometries that are of no concern to a stereotomist. After all, geometric complexity is central not only in distinguishing stereotomic vaults, but in defining them. Stereotomy’s foundational theoretical texts focus on vaults of complex geometry (e.g. vaults featuring double curvatures and conics, such as domes and trumpet vaults, Fig. 4). Furthermore, the art has been consistently associated with geometric ingenuity and prowess. In de L’Orme’s words: ‘With the help of geometry, practitioners will learn how to cut the spherical and pyramidal solids in a variety of unusual manners and, thanks to the same skills and inventions, they will find ways to cut all sorts of stones in order to produce all sorts of vaults’.

In order to redefine stereotomy both as a technical term and as a field of investigation, it is helpful to revisit the concerns of its early modern theoreticians. It was not stone vaulting in general that intrigued de L’Orme, Vandelvira, and their peers, but the type of stone vaulting that could not be executed solely on the basis of plans and elevations or sections—the traditional instruments of architectural representation. In other words, they were interested in vaults featuring joint lines that lie neither on the vertical or horizontal plane and whose plans, elevation, and sections, therefore, provide only shortened, skewed, or incomplete views of their voussoirs’ sides. Examples would include the above-mentioned domes and trumpet vaults, as well as groin vaults, annular and helical vaults, skew arches, arrière voussures, and a variety of composite-geometry vaults (e.g. those that often support floating staircases). For instance, the joint lines of a trumpet vault lie on an inclined conic surface, so their lengths are shortened in both the plan and section of the vault (Fig. 5). A stonecutter, though, needs the true lengths of each of the joint lines in order to proceed with the shaping of the vault’s voussoirs. To solve this problem, stereotomists use a field-specific type of drawing—de L’Orme’s traits and Vandelvira’s trazas—that materialize, on paper or stone, the geometric constructions that allow the developing (flattening) of the vault’s conic surface, thus revealing the true lengths of its joint lines (Fig. 6). Most stonemasonries, including a number of vaults, fall out of the category here described and out of the concerns of stereotomists. The plan and elevation of a straight ashlar wall, for instance, contain all the information necessary to shape the stone blocks that compose it,

15 L’Orme, Premier tome, f. 128r, my emphasis.
with no need for further geometric constructions. The true dimensions and true shapes of the voussoirs that compose an arch, too, are provided by its plan and elevation, and the same is true of the ribs of a rib vault, which can be considered separately as single arches. Similarly, the plans and elevations of barrel vaults and flat vaults, which, from the point of view of geometry, are horizontal extrusions of arches and straight arches, provide all the information necessary to shape their voussoirs. None of these stonemasonries require the use of traits/trazas, and for precisely this reason none of them received much (if any) attention from de L’Orme, Vandelvira, and their followers. Including them in discussions of stereotomy hinders rather than it helps define the contours of the discipline. In order to reflect its practitioners’ and theoreticians’ concerns, therefore, I propose to define stereotomy as a practice and field of study that deals with vaulted structures that fit the above-mentioned criteria identified by D’Amato, Fallacara, and Defilippis, and whose geometries are complex enough that plans, elevations, and sections are not sufficient to provide all the information necessary to proceed with the cutting of their voussoirs.

The commonly accepted theory about the origins of stereotomy—first advanced by Eugène-Emmanuel Viollet-le-Duc—is that the art was born in ancient Greece and that, like other ancient construction techniques, it disappeared from the toolkit of Western craftsmen and was unknown in medieval Europe until the twelfth century, when the first crusaders imported it from Syria into France.16 According to Viollet-le-Duc, in Syria the crusaders found ‘schools [of stereotomy]’—an expression that most likely refers to extant buildings featuring stereotomic vaults, such as the Roman Theatre in Shahba, the Audience Hall of al-Mundhir in Resafa, and the early Christian churches of Qalb Lozeh and of Saint Simeon Stylites (Fig. 7)—where they learned skills that they ‘put to good use’ once back home.17 Indeed, they would seem to have done so immediately, for the same author identifies the earliest example of medieval European stereotomy in the nave and narthex of the Abbey Church at Vézelay (ca. 1120–40, Fig. 8).

Viollet-le-Duc’s theory—which identifies France as the cradle of medieval stereotomy—has thus far been challenged only by Sergio Sanabria and Pérouse de Montclos. Sanabria believes that stereotomy conquered Western Europe via Islam and Spain, not via the crusaders and France. For proof he cites the tenth–century rib domes in the maqsurah of Córdoba’s Cathedral (Fig. 9a).18 Pérouse de Montclos

17 Ibid., p. 198.
18 Sanabria, ‘From Gothic to Renaissance Stereotomy’, p. 267. Without offering an explanation, Sanabria discusses the ribs of the tenth-century domes of the maqsurah, which are covered in plaster and paint, as if the stonework was bare, as is the case for the thirteenth-century dome of the Villaviciosa Chapel (Fig. 9b).
believes that ancient and early Christian models from the eastern fringes of the Roman and Byzantine empires were too scarce and isolated to be significant for the development of medieval European stereotomy. He attributes its emergence in twelfth-century France to the presence of relevant Gallo-Roman models in the regions of Languedoc-Roussillon and Bouches-du-Rhône, in particular the Amphitheater and the Temple of Diana in Nîmes, the Arles Amphitheater, and the Pont du Gard. He proceeds to trace a history of stereotomy as a distinctively French specialty—from Gallo-Roman times through the Middle Ages and to the early modern masterworks, in practice and theory, by de L’Orme, François and Jules Hardouin-Mansart, Robert de Cotte, and Frézier, among others. According to Pérouse de Montclos, all western stereotomy derives, directly or indirectly, from the same Languedoc region that produced the afore-mentioned Gallo-Roman monuments and what he calls the Romanesque ‘archetypes’ of later vaults, such as the annular vault of the Montmajour Abbey, the trumpet vault of the Church of Saint-Pierre in Nant, and the Vis Saint Gilles, the helical barrel vault covering the spiral staircase of the homonymous Abbey (Fig. 10).

The competing theories of Viollet-le-Duc, Sanabria, and Pérouse de Montclos all invite a number of objections. For example, we might question the idea that stereotomy was imported into Western Europe in a linear fashion from a single point of origin by means of specific events, like the travels of the crusaders, or specific buildings, like the Córdoba Cathedral. It is not that such events and buildings lacked the potential to be agents of cultural transfer, but rather that such a theory disregards the presence of stereotomic works in places other than Syria and the abundance of types of exchange—materialized in the mobility of artists, objects, and knowledge—across the broader geography of the ancient and medieval Mediterranean. We might also question the hypothesis that the practice of stereotomy developed in Western Europe in a continuum from the twelfth to the sixteenth century; the number of known stereotomic vaults dating from the mid-thirteenth century through the mid-fifteenth century is simply too small to support it. Finally, it seems reasonable to question assumptions about the Frenchness of medieval and early modern stereotomy proffered by Viollet-le-Duc and Pérouse de Montclos since they are contradicted by the frequency and variety of stereotomic vaults built outside of France during the same time period.

The arguments I present in this essay are grounded in a work-in-progress database and database-driven maps of stereotomic vaults built in the

---

20 The traditional thirteenth-century date for the Vis Saint Gilles is uncertain, and the chronology of the building suggests that the staircase may have been executed at a later date, perhaps in the late fifteenth or early sixteenth century, see Pérouse de Montclos, L’architecture à la française, rev. 2nd ed., pp. 143–144.
Mediterranean region from antiquity through the fifteenth century (follow links to online Maps 1 and 2). This database consolidates information from a variety of printed and online sources, and it includes vaulted structures that fit the invariant parameters, execution criteria, and complex-geometry requirements described above. Excluded, therefore, are rib vaults, flat vaults, straight barrel vaults, cloister vaults, polygonal domes, and all other vault types whose voussoirs shapes are provided by plans and elevations or sections. The Google maps available to the reader here belong to the current beta-version of the database; once the database design is finalized, these maps will be replaced by ArcGIS maps that will provide readers with full navigation and data-retrieval control, including customization based on searches for vault types, locations, dates, and authors.

This collection is by no means an attempt to establish a comprehensive list of stereotomic vaults; it is an attempt, rather, to show that stereotomy has been practiced across a much wider chronological and geographical span than has thus far been recognized. Also, because stereotomy has been little studied outside of France and Spain, the data is inevitably biased, albeit unintentionally so. It should therefore be interpreted carefully and, in most cases, conservatively. For


23 Unlike groin vaults, cloister vaults were usually built with no enchêvetrement of the voussoirs that belong to adjoining vault-panels (such enchêvetrement is essential for the stability of groin vaults, but superfluous for that of cloister vaults) in antiquity and through the Middle Ages. The voussoirs that compose cloister vaults with no enchêvetrement can be obtained directly from the plan and section of the vault. The same applies to polygonal domes, which are also excluded from the data here. Among floating staircases, only those that are supported by complex-geometry vaults or composite vaults are included in the database.
instance, because the only currently available catalogue of stereotomic vaults is Pérouse de Montclos’s and deals exclusively with post-1450 France, we have fully relevant positive data (i.e. the occurrence and frequency of vaults) and negative data (i.e. the absence or rarity of vaults) only for French vaults dating from 1450 to 1500. For other areas and time periods, we must keep in mind that negative data may result from a lack of literature rather than a lack of vaults.

For the sake of clarity, I have used modern maps and modern names for sites, regions, and states. Each marker on the maps corresponds to a single building, no matter how many vaults or how many types of vaults it contains. The marker’s color indicates the number of vault types (not number of vaults): yellow indicates one vault type; orange, two types; and red, three or more types. I highlight the number of vault types rather than the overall number of vaults featured in each building because the former is a better indicator of the stereotomic abilities of the designers and builders; it is more challenging to realize n stereotomic vaults of different types than to produce n iterations of the same type. The markers’ shape indicates the availability of visual documentation: a diamond-shaped marker indicates that photographs (or sometimes drawings) of the vaults are available; a round marker indicates that, for the time being, they are not. An asterisk indicates that the vault(s) or the building they belonged to have been substantially damaged or destroyed. The century indicated in each marker refers to the specific vault(s) listed underneath, not to the buildings they belong to.

Viollet-le-Duc’s and Sanabria’s theories about the Syrian origins of stereotomy and its development in medieval Europe rest on two assumptions: first, that Syria was the epicenter of stereotomy in the Eastern Mediterranean and, second, that stereotomy was not present in the Latin West before the Córdoba Caliphate and the crusades. Built evidence disproves both.

Paleochristian Syria was certainly fertile ground for stereotomy, as testified by a number of second- to sixth-century vaults documented in the region (Fig. 1 and link to online Map 1). Yet stereotomic vaults have been identified as far back as the third and second century BCE in Delphi and Pergamon, and between the first and the eleventh century CE, in modern Libya, Lebanon, Jordan, Turkey, Armenia, Israel, Azerbaijan, and Egypt (Fig. 12 and and link to online Map 1). Over the same period of time, these regions of the Eastern Mediterranean and the Middle East were connected by powerful networks of cultural and material exchange, fostered, at the large scale, by the power and economic structures of


25 The photographs linked to the maps are all licensed for non-commercial use under Creative Commons. Credits to their authors are listed separately at the end of the photo credits section of this essay.
successive empires, and at the medium and small scale, by local linguistic, commercial, and migratory patterns. These networks make it impossible to establish with any degree of certainty, today, the single point from which stereotomy might have travelled to the West. Furthermore, they undermine the very idea that European stereotomy was imported from a single point of origin through a single point of entry. Quite to the contrary, the data suggests that stereotomy was a diffused, albeit uncommon, practice in the ancient and medieval East and that Western encounters with it were likely multiple, in time and space.

The evidence of these Mediterranean networks and of stereotomy’s presence across a broad chronological and geographical spectrum cast doubts, too, on the timing that Viollet-le-Duc and Sanabria propose for stereotomy’s conquest of Europe. There is no reason to believe that the art’s development hinged on the Córdoba caliphs or the crusaders. In fact, the data collected here shows that it did not. By the end of the eleventh century, stereotomic vaults had been employed in at least thirty buildings across continental Europe and the Maghreb, including in modern France, Italy, Spain, Croatia, and Tunisia (Fig. 13 and link to online Map 1). These buildings make up more than a fourth of those dating from antiquity through the eleventh century accounted for here (113 in total); they also showcase a variety of complex vault-types, including groin vaults, arches opened in curved walls, skew arches, domes and semi-domes, annular vaults, lunettes opening in barrel vaults, and trumpet vaults. All of these vaults not only predate the crusaders’ expeditions, but a majority of them also anticipate by several centuries Al-Hakam II’s interventions in Córdoba Cathedral (961–76). Examples include the groin vaults in the Mérida Roman theatre and in the Mausoleum of Theodoric in Ravenna, the dome in the Tomb of Ummidia Quadratilla in Cassino, the semi-dome in the Church of Santa María de Melque in San Martín de Montalbán, the annular vault of the Saint Lubin crypt in Chartres Cathedral, and the dome on trumpet vaults in the Great Mosque of Sousse (Fig. 14).

These ancient and early medieval vaults were neither too far nor too few to be known by later European practitioners. Most of them were still standing and unencumbered. Furthermore, they appear to have been studied, reproduced, and circulated on paper, as evidenced by a number of sixteenth-century drawings, including Baldassare Peruzzi’s and Giovannantonio Dosio’s drawings of the skew arch of the Arco dei Pantani, in the Forum Augustum, Maarten van Heemskerck’s detailed sketch of the Colosseum’s conical arches inserted in curved walls, and
Antonio da Sangallo the Younger’s study of the funerary monument of Ummidia Quadratilla, in Cassino, which is accompanied by text stating that the building is ‘made of stone, inside and out’ (Fig. 15).26

Moreover, the above-mentioned vaults were substantially more complex in their geometries than those cited by Viollet-le-Duc, Sanabria, and Pérouse de Montclos as proof of the European discovery of stereotomy. The arches and ribs at Vézelay, cited by Viollet-le-Duc, are single-plane, linear structures; the stonecutting for these would have presented no stereotomic challenge at all, and the same is true of the crisscrossing rib domes of Córdoba’s Cathedral mentioned by Sanabria, which, taken separately, are single-plane arches whose voussoirs’ shapes are provided by the plans and sections of the vaults (Fig. 8 and 9). The only relatively complex pieces in the Córdoba vaults are the voussoirs located at the ribs’ crossings, but their geometries are easily reduced to intersections of plane surfaces. Similarly, the ancient Roman barrel vaults of the Nîmes and Arles region mentioned by Pérouse de Montclos pose no more difficulty in execution than the single simple arches that compose them (Fig. 16). With the exception of the arches opened in the round walls of the amphitheaters of Arles and Nîmes (which were also featured in other ancient Roman amphitheaters, such as Pula, Verona, Salona, El Jem, and, of course, the Colosseum), none of these examples is, actually, of any particular relevance in the history of geometrically complex vaulted structures.

Stereotomy may have been widespread across the ancient and medieval Mediterranean well beyond what today’s limited knowledge may suggest. What we know for certain is that it flourished in twelfth-century Europe: the data collected here shows at least 105 buildings featuring newly erected stereotomic vaults, for a total of 249 vaults (Fig. 17 and link to online Map 2). This proliferation of vaults is likely one of the factors that persuaded historians to associate stereotomy with the travels of the crusaders. What I would suggest, however, is that stereotomy was not imported by the crusaders but benefited, rather, from their expeditions in the same way that architectural practice in general did. All of Europe at the time of the Crusades was characterized by unprecedented growth in building activity, due to renewed religious fervor and the foundation of the mendicant orders, on the one hand, and, on the other hand, to the increased dangers associated with travels to the Holy Land, which prompted the establishment of alternative pilgrimage destinations on European soil. That is to say, the abundance of twelfth-century stereotomic vaults was

26 ‘...una antichaglia ouero sepoltura di pietra tutto dentro e fora’, Uffizi, Florence, GDSU 1171 A v. The drawings cited here, as well as other examples, are available in the online database of the Census of Antique Works of Art and Architecture Known in the Renaissance, http://www.census.de.
likely due not to the purported novelty of the technique, but to the abundance of newly erected, enlarged, and refurbished religious buildings in that century overall.

Stylistic and structural choices also contributed to the diffusion of stereotomy at this time: Romanesque architecture, which dominated Western Europe from the mid-eleventh century through most of the twelfth, is often characterized by thick-walled, vaulted, bare stonemasonry masses employed to define spaces whose design relies on fundamental geometries such as that of the square, the circle, and the sphere. Because of these distinctive features, Romanesque architecture was an ideal environment for the growth of stereotomic practice. The same is not true of Gothic architecture, which relies on skeletal systems that are typically non-stereotomic, even though they are built in stone. As I touched on earlier in this essay, the only custom-cut elements of a typical Gothic rib vault are the voussoirs that compose the ribs, and since these ribs are linear elements lying on vertical planes, the plan and section of the vault provide the shapes of their voussoirs.

It is no surprise, then, that production of stereotomic vaults diminished significantly during the thirteenth century, when Gothic architecture proliferated across the European continent, and it remained negligible through the fourteenth and most of the fifteenth century, as long as the Gothic style led the way in new construction. Even the most complex of Gothic and Flamboyant multi-rib vaults—for example, the tierceron vaults of St. Riquier, the segmental-rib vaults in the vestibule of the Château de Chenonceau, and vaults featuring skew ribs, as in the Chapelle de la Vierge in the Parisian Church of St. Germain l’Auxerrois (Fig. 18)—were produced with non-stereotomic techniques, on the basis of plans and sections alone. While it is true that the geometries of these vault types are complex because they involve three-dimensional reticulations and spatial curves (i.e. curves that do not lie on a single plane), scholars have shown that medieval practitioners solved them with two-dimensional rather than three-dimensional geometry. That is, instead of construing tiercerons and skew ribs as parts of three-dimensional surfaces that need developing, as a stereotomist would, they construed them as linear objects connecting points in space along predetermined curvatures according to the *prinzipalbogen* (principal arch) method.27 We see this illustrated in the *Codex Miniatus 3* (also known as the Dresden Sketchbook of Vault Projection, ca. 1544–67), where the plan of the vault and

---

the curvature of the chosen principal arch (which is a virtual arch, not a built feature of the vault itself) are the only elements necessary to determine the shape of the ribs and of the voussoirs that compose them (Fig. 19). The *prinzipalbogen* method was employed not only in the German-speaking areas of central Europe, where it was likely developed in the fifteenth century, but in Britain, France, Spain, and Portugal, and as late as the eighteenth century. By providing two-dimensional, plan-and-section solutions to three-dimensional problems, the *prinzipalbogen* method points to the ingenuity of late-medieval stonemasons; it is not proof, however, that these same practitioners mastered the three-dimensional geometry skills required by stereotomy.

The resurgence of stereotomic practice and theory in early modern Europe after the long Gothic hiatus, and the fascination the art continued to exercise over generations of patrons, architects, and mathematicians are complex and little-understood phenomena that deserve to be treated further as well as separately. It seems reasonable to suggest, however, that just as European stereotomy did not develop along an uninterrupted line of progress from the twelfth-century onward, as postulated by traditional historiography, its flourishing in the sixteenth century can be described as its own kind of renaissance.

Looking again at the geographical data, we find no support for the claim advanced by Viollet-le-Duc and Pérouse de Montclos that medieval stereotomy is a quintessentially French art—‘the touchstone of the French manière’, according to Pérouse de Montclos. France was not alone in boasting a twelfth-century proliferation of stereotomy; indeed, stereotomic vaults were not numerically more significant in France than in many of the places where they can be traced in Europe, including the Italian and Iberian peninsulas and the Western Mediterranean islands (Fig. 17 and link to online Map 2). Similarly, the geographical distribution of vault types does not identify France as a more productive incubator of forms than its neighbors: we find that 57% of the 249 twelfth-century European vaults mapped here are domes and semi-domes, and they are evenly distributed between France, Italy, and Spain, and present also in Portugal and Germany. The same is true of the other complex-shape types that appear in relevant quantities, such as trumpet vaults (17% of the total count), which were as popular in twelfth-century Spain as they were in France, and groin vaults (13% of the total count), the majority of which are found in Sardinia and Sicily.

---

28 Illustrations of the same method are also found in the Sketchbook of Master WG (1560–72, Frankfurt, Städelisches Kunstinstitut, ms. 8-494), as well as in the sixteenth-century treatises by de L’Orme (Premier tome, ff. 107r–109v) and Vandelvira (El tratado de arquitectura, vol. 2, f. 96v).

With the phasing out of Romanesque massive masonries, the number of newly-built stereotomic vaults dramatically decreased in France as it did elsewhere and continued to decrease for the next two centuries. While Philippe Potié posits (with no further discussion or data in support of his argument) that late medieval French stereotomy was a firmly established toolkit of vault types and techniques—'the art of stonecutting is almost definitively fixed by the end of the fourteenth century: trumpet vaults, domes, and arrière-vousssures only go through secondary, formal developments after this date'—the data gathered by Pérouse de Montclos himself shows, to the contrary, that if stereotomic knowledge had ever taken such a fixed form amongst French practitioners, it also had been drastically jeopardized by the middle of the fifteenth century. According to Pérouse de Montclos’s survey, only six new vaults of complex geometry were built on French soil during the second half of the fifteenth century: four trumpet vaults, all of the same type (at the Hôtel de Cluny in Paris, at the Ancienne Université in Poitiers, and at the Château d’Armentières); one helical barrel vault of the Vis Saint Gilles type in Sens Cathedral; and one dome, no longer extant, recorded at the chapel of the Château des Ducs de Bourbon in Moulins, for which we lack documentation showing whether it was, in fact, stereotomic or not. Arrière-vousssures and skew arches may have escaped Pérouse de Montclos’s survey—because they rarely take monumental forms and are mostly used for doors and windows, which exposes them to a higher chance of modification over time than monumental vaults or staircases—but nonetheless it is evident that late fifteenth-century France was not exactly a hotbed of complex-geometry stereotomic vaults: no stereotomic domes, semi-domes, lunettes, groin vaults, cloister vaults à enchevêtrements (the only type of cloister vault that poses a stereotomic challenge), or annular vaults are documented for this period. In fact, of the many vaults and vault types illustrated by de L’Orme in the Premier Tome, only a handful of them seems to have been available, less than a century earlier, to French practitioners and patrons.

It was outside of France that the art of stereotomy flourished in the late Middle Ages, in particular in the region of Valencia, where we find the highest concentration of stereotomic vaults known to date for fifteenth-century Europe.
and in Cairo, where the numerous extant Mamluk domes testify to an advanced mastery of complex-geometry vaulting (Fig. 20 and link to online Map 2). In Valencia in this period, stereotomic vaults were produced in the circles of architects such as Francesc Baldomar and Pere Compte for buildings such as the Convent of Santo Domingo, the Cathedral, the Lonja de la Seda, and the Real Monasterio de Santa Maria. They encompassed a variety of types, including skew and corner arches, inclined barrel vaults, trumpet vaults, groin vaults, domes and pendentives, and floating staircases supported by composite vaults. It would seem that fifteenth-century Valencian practitioners mastered the entire spectrum of vault types later illustrated by de L’Orme in his Premier Tome, with the sole exception of helical barrel vaults of the Vis Saint Gilles type—and in the fifteenth century we find these only in Barcelona (cathedral, 1410), Noto (castle, ca. 1430), Naples (Castel Nuovo, ca. 1450–54), and Sens (after 1492).

Similarly, the Cairo domes, which combine flawless voussoirs and joints with complex sculpted patterns (which some scholars believe were carved ahead of mounting, adding complexity, of course, to the geometric operations necessary to cut the voussoirs) provide numerous precedents for a technique that would not appear in France until more than a century later, in the dome of the chapel of the Château d’Anet (1549–52, Fig. 4).


55 On the issue of whether the sculpted patterns of Mamluk stereotomic domes were executed before or after mounting, see especially Barbara Cipriani, Development of Construction Techniques in the Mamluk Domes of Cairo, Master’s thesis, Massachusetts Institute of Technology, 2005; Barbara Cipriani and Wanda W. Lau, ‘Construction Techniques in Medieval Cairo: The Domes of Mamluk Mausolea (1250 A.D.–1517 A.D.)’, in Malcolm Dunkeld (ed.), Proceedings of the Second
Traditional theories about the origins of stereotomy and its developments in medieval Europe contribute to a well-established historiographical tradition, which for now more than a century has centered on whether early medieval European architecture was the product of a continuous western tradition rooted in Roman antiquity or whether it was produced by a disruption of that tradition, the encounter with external, Eastern practices and forms that reached Europe via northern, Christian routes through the Balkans or via southern, Islamic routes through Northern Africa. Although this debate has been productive in a number of ways—showing, for instance, that practices and practitioners could travel far and long across the Mediterranean Sea, and that abandoned forms and long-forgotten techniques could be revived if interest was renewed among local practitioners in the absence of external stimuli—its theoretical framework is unfit for a modern history of stereotomy. Part of the problem is that the debate originated around issues of transfer of formal architectural features (i.e. vault shapes rather than construction materials and practices) which do not always, or easily, apply to the world of techniques. Another issue is that stereotomy, as a marginal art, calls for caution when attempting to outline precise narratives of origin or transfer: no matter what geographic area or historical period is being considered, stereotomic vaults tend to be such a small portion of the built environment that the destruction of a handful of vaults can swipe away any trace of stereotomic practice in a given region, culture, or time period, thus significantly skewing the historian’s data. Perhaps the biggest issue is that the kind of pre-Braudelian narratives of the Mediterranean that have informed this historiographical tradition—narratives that focus on punctual, large-scale events, and linear transfers—prove inadequate to capture the complex networks of...


relations and the intricate and sometimes fortuitous routes through which knowledge and other goods moved across physical, cultural, and temporal borders in the ancient and medieval Mediterranean. If we look for an alternative to the national narratives of linear movements and progressive developments imagined so far by scholars, then what we know about ancient and medieval stereotomy points to a complex map of regional, small-scale events and objects distributed in an often-counterintuitive fashion across a wide chronological and geographical span. Dispersed phenomena like these are perhaps best understood within a framework of Mediterranean connectivity, the dense and far-reaching network of relationships that connected the people and civilizations who thrived and fell along the sea’s shores across time and space. The yet-to-be-written history of ancient and medieval stereotomy will necessarily develop as a transnational history encompassing networks of exchanges and contacts, small-scale communities and phenomena, as well as gaps, interrupted developments, independent discoveries, and re-discoveries in the many places and moments, across the connected Mediterranean, where vaulting was a practice and stone a commodity.
Fig. 1. Pedro and Luis Machuca, annular stereotomic vault, 1562–69, courtyard, Palace of Charles V, Granada.
Fig. 2. Non-stereotomic rib vaults, Church of Saint Séverin, Paris, second half of the 15th cent.
Fig. 3. Jules Hardouin-Mansart, composite vault, 1673–76, City Hall, Arles.

Fig. 4. Left: Philibert de L’Orme, dome, 1549–52, chapel, Château d’Anet. Right: Philibert de L’Orme, trumpet vault, 1536, Hôtel Bullioud, Lyon.
Fig. 5. Philibert de L’Orme, trumpet vault, ca. 1552, Château d’Anet (L’Orme, Premier Tome, f. 89r).

Fig. 6. Philibert de L’Orme, trumpet vault, ca. 1552, Château d’Anet (L’Orme, Premier Tome, ff. 92v–93r and 95r). Left: Geometric constructions used to find the true lengths of the joint lines lying on the conic surface (in red) given the vault’s plan (in yellow) and vertical section (in blue). Right: the developed conic surface of the vault.
Fig. 7. Basilica of Qalb Lozeh (Idlib), 5th cent. CE.
Fig. 8. Nave of the Basilica of Sainte-Marie-Madeleine, Vézelay, 12th cent.

Fig. 9. Mosque-Cathedral of Cordoba. Left (a): Dome of the maqsura, 961–76. Right (b): Dome of the Villaviciosa Chapel, 1257–74.
Fig. 10. Left: Plan and section of a helical barrel vault of the Vis Saint Gilles type (Viollet-le-Duc, Dictionnaire raisonné, vol. 5, p. 295). Right: Vis Saint Gilles, Abbey of Saint Gilles, 12th cent.?

Fig. 11. Map 1 (Stereotomic vaults, 3rd cent. BCE–11th cent. CE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a6fanW31YKaAbK8o6Dii7YzA8Bo&usp=sharing), detail, Syria, 2nd–6th cent. CE (captured on 14 October 2016).
Fig. 12. Map 1 (Stereotomic vaults, 3rd cent. BCE–11th cent. CE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a6fanW31YKaAbK8o6Dij7YzA8Bo&usp=sharing), detail, Eastern Mediterranean region, 3rd cent. BCE–11th cent. CE (captured on 14 October 2016).

Fig. 13. Map 1 (Stereotomic vaults, 3rd cent. BCE–11th cent. CE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1a6fanW31YKaAbK8o6Dij7YzA8Bo&usp=sharing), detail, Western Mediterranean region, 1st cent. BCE–11th cent. CE (captured on 14 October 2016).
Fig. 14. Left: Dome, Tomb of Ummidia Quadratilla, Cassino, 2nd cent. CE. Right: Groin vault, lower chamber, Mausoleum of Theodoric, Ravenna, 6th cent. CE.

Fig. 15. Left: Baldassare Peruzzi, Arco dei Pantani, 1525–32. Uffizi, Florence, GDSU 632 A v, detail. Right: Antonio da Sangallo the Younger, Tomb of Ummidia Quadratilla, 1510–46. Uffizi, Florence, GDSU 1171 A v, detail.
Fig. 16. Temple of Diana, Nîmes, 1st cent. CE.

Fig. 17. Map 2 (Stereotomic vaults, 12th-15th cent. CE, https://drive.google.com/open?id=1G7c2F3FvHjix06Yj_ZrlX0nc2c) detail, Europe, 12th cent. CE (captured on 14 October 2016).
Fig. 18. Left: Segmental-rib vaults, Lady Chapel, 15th cent., Abbey Church of St. Riquier. Right: Segmental-rib vaults, entrance hall, Château de Chenonceau, 1515–21.

Fig. 19. Illustration of the *prinzipalbogen* method (Rafael Martín Talaverano, Carmen Pérez de los Ríos, and Rosa Senent Domínguez, ‘Late Gothic German Vault Design Methods and its Relationship with Spanish Ribbed Vaults’, p. 86).
Fig. 20. Left: Francesc Baldomar and Pere Compte, star-shaped vault, Capilla de Los Reyes, 1437–57, Convent of Santo Domingo, Valencia. Right: Dome, funerary complex of Sultan al-Ashraf Qaytbay, Cairo, 1472–74.
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